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Aspies” That is a gripping memoir of a quirky, weird, but gifted child who grows up hardly ever quite
finding her specific niche market and then discover at age 38 that all the problems, problems, and
weirdness she experienced were because she experienced Asperger’ On the way she explains autism in a
manner that could have fellow “ Twirling Naked in the Roads will take you on a journey into the mind of a
child on the autism spectrum;s Syndrome (Seeing that), a form of high-working autism.The tale begins at
age three and takes people the way through her analysis. a child who grows into a teenager, an adult, and
becomes a wife, mother, student, and writer with autism.Amazon Kindle # 1# 1 Best Vendor in
Communicative Disorders2013 International Reader's Beloved Silver Award WinnerJeannie was raised
with autism, but no-one around here knew it. crying tears of joy at being comprehended, and “neuro-
regular” people really needs to grasp the difficulties that autistic people face every moment of each day.
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Aspie-women Unite. Keep friends and family? I had a hard time putting this book straight down once We
started reading it. As a female with Asperger's, I could completely relate to almost everything Jeannie
experienced." This passionate tale provides genuinely helped me to to see the importance of helping my
girl to find her identity also to understand why she is so very special. It was interesting to have previous
encounters paired up with real terms. Reading about her chidhood made me feel unfortunate, her
struggles to somehow be someone other than who she was. We truly are not alone.""Everything was
black and white, correct or wrong, great or bad - zero middle floor. It I'd judged something amiss;
Honest."To my teen years:"Empathy for autistics is approximately relations. The person, situation, and/or
emotions, must for some reason be linked to us or our encounters. We must consciously direct our
intellect to dig through our experiences so that we may understand what another is going through. It is
extremely difficult, if not impossible, to relate with something or a person who is wholly disconnected
from ourselves.""They didn't understand me, or what I was looking for.. As I read this book, for an initial
time in quite a while, I found myself highlighting web page after page on my kindle."As an adult before
my Asperger's analysis:"I struggled for modification, for understanding, to figure out that which was
"wrong" with me - zero on knew. Related So Much to This Book I related to so much of this reserve. The
editing is the only reason I gave it 4 stars. Five Stars The book was extremely interesting."The data of my
autism offers helped me in therefore many methods. For a person with autism or Asperger's syndrome,
not knowing anything is a kind of torture in and of itself. Therefore finally, having a name, a definition,
that I can apply to myself has helped tremendously and has been of incalculable value to me. It breaks my
center, period."Her book resonated with me..Davide-Rivera's tale is both heart breaking and
inspiring.written in a fairly narcissistic way, just didn't appeal if you ask me or help me understand autism
any better-----though We recognized myself in lots of of the author's situations as uncovered in the book. I
truly am not alone. The truth of it really is, I was, I was looking for me.. Many of them will be the quotes I
mentioned previously.If you want to know more about what goes on inside the brain of a person with
Asperger's, this is a perfect reserve. it was wrong, and nothing, no circumstance, no justification will
make something amiss - right. Heartfelt. A lifetime of searching unraveled. In case you have Asperger's
and you feel alone, this reserve will remind you that you will be not. There are certainly others out there
who have shared your experiences. Her stories highlight the talents and particular passions of and
energetic litttle lady -- along with the heartbreaking loneliness she often felt due to her AS and her
struggle to understand where she easily fit into. Eye-opening I can't stand hearing, or reading, about
children who suffer; it doesn't matter whether that suffering comes from a major accident, misuse or an
inherited disease.""I'll never be regular, as in neuro-usual, but I am regular for me personally. When I
began reading, "Twirling Naked in the Streets," it wasn't long before I recognized a child who was
frequently misunderstood, her one shining light getting her grandmother who appeared to understand her
a lot more than anyone else, also her parents.. She tells of developing up in the 70's and 80's with
undiagnosed Asperger's Syndrome (AS) -- a diagnosis that had not been even put into the Diagnostic
Statistical Manual until 1994. I've under no circumstances been formally diagnosed with OCD but I need
not be; I know it really is part of my life in some capacity, not to the extreme since it is with some people
I've known throughout the years. It had been something I had been almost at night about until now -
before author told me her story, as if she was talking right to me."Twirling Naked in the Roads" was an
enlightening encounter because I will have a better knowledge of how Asperger's Syndrome affects every
stage of someone's life. I am happy the author found a measure of peace in her lifestyle after finding
people she could finally recognize with on multiple amounts. wonderful This book about autism spectrum-
ness by way of a person who is diagnosed with Asperger Syndrome was meaningful and enlightening if
you ask me. I am a grandmother of a grandchild diagnosed with being on the autism spectrum and the
mother of 2 out of 3 kids that I suspect could be. Good book! Her explanations of "Doctor speak" was



helpful and simply put.! It also was a straightforward textbook for someone who would like to gain basic
knowledge of Asperger Syndrome or autism spectrum. Helped me to raised understand my daughter upon
the spectrum As a mother or father with a daughter on the autism spectrum, I am always looking for
woman perspectives that will help me personally understand and encourage my girl. Yes, you can find
bold voices out there like Temple Grandin and Carly Fleischmann, but also for every one of these autism
"super-stars," you can find dozens more females and women on the spectrum who are just like Jeannie
Davide-Rivera and my daughter. Real women and women who have (or will experience) real life
complications like schoolwork, dating, obtaining and keeping employment, being truly a wife, and
motherhood. To grow up looking exactly like everyone but feeling entirely different. This section of my
entire life is annoying to some of my family members/co-workers because things have to be performed in
a certain method or it throws off my equilibrium. I am hoping you like it as much as I did.And her voice is
one which I sincerely needed to help understand my child -- a normal little girl who probably won't
change the globe, but who has certainly transformed my entire life and the lives of these who love her.We
didn't really see those circumstances as being particularly out of the ordinary. This is the first time I've
ever felt influenced enough to accomplish a book review. Great read I must say i enjoyed this book.
Doing issues you knew were incorrect just to easily fit into, or points you didn't wish to accomplish in
order to keep what? I in fact felt her relief when she finally found a medical diagnosis. Great read.We
laughed and cried at some of her descriptions of her behavior because I actually recognized a few of the
same behaviors in my own loved ones..This book was wonderful to read simply because it was well
crafted and interesting as a memoir. Bought for gift for daughter with autistic son!!! lacked medical
information Not what I was longing for........didn't give all that very much insight to autism or aspergers
insofar as medical information or a deeper understanding....We recognized a couple characteristics of my
own when reading the book, but mine tend to be more such as the obsessive, compulsive range..I
understand all to well how it feels to grow up undiagnosed... Reading her publication reinforced what I've
known since my diagnosis... The truth is, neither did I: I barely knew I was looking at all. Whether you
possess a child on the spectrum or a child, I sincerely recommend "Twirling Naked in The Streets and No
One Noticed..!. Small truths that I want to return to.... Fantastic! This was a well crafted explanation of
coping with Asperger's even if although author didn't know of her diagnosis. The author explains her
journey from childhood through adulthood when she finally becomes aware of how she was "different". I
would suggest this book for anybody who knows anyone who has ASD it could really help to further
explain why they may have the "issues" they do. Four Stars It was hard to get into the tale but once
partway through it did hold my interest. Educational. Interesting Read Wonderful, but somewhat
unfortunate book about developing up with undiagnosed autism. Now, there's so much support in
education in addition to for families touched by autism. Can’t help,but question just how much better the
outcomes would have been with those facilitates. Very interesting examine! Or at least, they didn't guess
correctly."And also now. But I truly could not put this down as I experienced it was so much like me. I did
not actually know it had been still possible to end up being diagnosed as a grown-up, but I often believe
that I am most likely on the spectrum.From childhood:"Peer pressure is another concept that I possibly
could never grasp. I'd never heard of face blindness, but I certainly knowledge a degree of it. Certainly
something I'm happy I read..
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